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ABSTRACf
Equations are derived for compressible ideal gas flow in straight and stepped
labyrinth seals. Two choices of axial leakage mass flow rate models coupled with
Blasius Shear Stress models are used to develop the continuity and circumferential
momentum equations for each labyrinth cavity.
Perturbation analysis will linearize the governing continuity and circumferential
momentum equations into zeroth and first order equations. The zeroth order
continuity and momentum equations are used to obtain the steady-state axisymmetric
pressure and circumferential velocity of each cavity. The fIrst order equations
predicts the time dependant non-axisymmetric flow due to a small displacement of
the rotor from the centered position.
From the derived equations, a computer program is structured to simulate the mass
flowrate, pressures, velocities and shear stresses for straight and stepped type of
labyrinth seals. The program needs the specific geometry of the seal and the fluid
operating conditions. The computational program is refered to as LEAK in this
thesis.
LEAK is tested against another computational program and also against published
test results. Comparison with test results is very satisfactory for a wide range of
geometries and operating conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Labyrinth seals are used extensively in high speed turbomachinery to reduce leakage
from high pressure areas to low pressure areas. Reduced leakage is necessary to
enhance perfonnance, and separate different process fluids. To control the leakage,
a series of small annular constrictions are fonned adjacent to a lining material. The
flow induced dynamic pressure losses through these small passages produce the
blockage.
Accurate modeling and computation of labyrinth seal leakage flowrate, cavity
pressUre and velocities has a marked influence on turbomachinery efficiency and
stability. Efficiency can greatly be improved in high pressure machines if the leakage
is reduced. Reduced leakage will minimize waste of process gas, contamination of
the environment and undesirable heat transfer.
To understand the effect of the labyrinth seals on the stability of the rotor, zeroth
order dynamic pressures and circumferential velocities in each cavity can be
incorporated into linearized first order continuity and circumferential momentum
equations to develop a set of algebraic equations for the periodic responses of the
individual seal cavities. These equations can be solved to obtain the pressure and
velocity distribution around the rotor in the circumferential direction for each
labyrinth seal cavity. Integration of the resultant pressure distribution around the
rotor in each cavity and summing the results for all the cavities yields the force
component on the rotor with its associated damping and stiffness coefficients.
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Although the methods available for estimating labyrinth seal leakage and calculating
the pressures are numerous, each is based on certain simplifying assumptions which
restrict the applicability of the method. Most models exclude such important factors
as compressibility of the gas, variation in the flow discharge coefficient along the
seals, the effect of area derivative in the circumferential direction, rotation of the
shaft, varying pressures and circumferential velocities in each cavity. Assumptions
of this nature limit the practicality of the model.
This thesis attempts to accurately model the straight and stepped type of labyrinth
seal using the Neumann-Chaplygin-Fliegner and the Modified Neumann-Fliegner
mass flowrate models [1,2]. Blasius [3] relationship is used to determine the friction
factor due to the nature of the turbulent flow in the circumferential direction of the
seal cavities. This turbulent flow creates shear stresses on the stator and rotor walls
which affect the circumferential velocities in each cavity. Assumptions utilized in the
analysis are as follows:
a. Fluid is considered to be an ideal gas.
b. Cavity flow is turbulent and isothermal.
c. Pressure variations across a seal strip are much larger than the one within the
cavity.
d. The eccentricity of the rotor is small as compared to the radial seal clearance.
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With the above assumptions taken into consideration, a comprehensive reduced set
of equations and a solution format for the equations are structured into a computer
program that accepts fluids properties and labyrinth seal geometries then follow an
iterative routine to simulate leakage flowrate, cavity shear stresses both on the rotor
and stator walls, cavity pressures and cavity circumferential velocities. Results from
this simulation can be used in an extended program as input coefficients to the
linearized fIrst order continuity and momentum equations that eventually lead to the
calculation of the rotor dynamic stiffness and damping coefficients.
The structured computer program was tested on different labyrinth seal geometries
and operating conditions. Comparison was also made with published test results
which came out very satisfactorily. Since two leakage flow rate models are utilized
in this paper, comparison between the two was made with satisfactory results.
In section 2, the labyrinth seal geometries and notation are defmed. An example of a
labyrinth seal layout and its function in the machine described. Also described in this
section is the formulation of parameters such as flow area, stress area and hydraulic
diameter for both the straight and stepped labyrinth seal.
Section 3 describes the leakage flowrate models and the variables associated with it
It is shown how variables such as the discharge flow coefficient, kinetic energy
carryover coeffIcient, flow function and expansion function are incorporated into the
models. Derivation of the continuity and circumferential momentum equations for
both the straight and stepped labyrinth seal cavities are outlined showing how the
viscous shear model and leakage models are incorporated. Perturbation analysis of
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the continuity and circumferential momentum equations are derived to obtain zeroth
order or steady state solutions.
In section 4 we describe the structure and usage of program LEAK. The functions
of the different subroutines and how they are utilized in the main program are
summarized. Program LEAK is on a disk and can be located in the binder of this
thesis filed with the Mechanical Engineering graduate department.
In section 5 we compare published test and parametric results with that of our
program. Comparison of results such as discharge flow coefficient, cavity
pressures, leakage flowrate and circumferential swirl velocity were made and
depicted on charts.
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2. TYPICAL LABYRINTH SEAL GEOMETRY, NOTATION AND LAYOUT
The types of labyrinth seals analyzed in this thesis are the straight and stepped type
seals, teeth on the stator and teeth on the rotor. The straight through type of
labyrinth seals has teeth on a radial stator or rotor with constant diameter along the
sealing length. Figures 1 and 2 below illustrate this kind of labyrinth seal.
ith
cavity
i+lth seal tooth
i+lth cavity
Li
ith seal tooth
i-lth cavity
Leakage -~=~I!:--=~_I+-_"'::'.....,.~=-===~
Straight Labyrinth Seal
Teeth on Stator
Figure 1
6
ith seal tooth
i-lth cavity
ith cavity
i+lth seal tooth
Straight Labyrinth Seal
Teeth on Rotor
Figure 2
The stepped type labyrinth seal for both converging and diverging types are shown in
Figures 3 to 6. These kinds of labyrinth seals are noted for their stepped
characteristics along the rotor external and stator internal diameters.
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Diverging Stepped Labyrinth Seal
Teeth on Stator
Figure 3
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Diverging Stepped Labyrinth Seal
Teeth on Rotor
Figure 4
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Converging Stepped Labyrinth Seal
Teeth on Stator
Figure 5
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Leakage
ith Cavity
Converging Stepped Labyrinth Seal
Teeth on Rotor
Figure 6
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The geometric notation for these seals are as follows:
Bi = Labyrinth Seal Tooth Height
Cri = Labyrinth Seal Radial Clearance
d = Step Height
Li = Labyrinth Seal Pitch
Rsi = Shaft Radius
Tip = Labyrinth Seal Tooth Tip Length
These geometries are very important in the program simulation. For example, the
shape of an individual labyrinth seal tooth will effect the leakage flow rate, pressures
and velocities across that tooth and hence the efficiency and dynamic coefficients of
. -
the whole system. Vermes [4] had documented effects due to tooth shape.
Labyrinth seal tooth radial clearance (CrD which is the radial clearance between the
tooth tip and the shaft coupled with the tooth tip length are very important for the
seal gas leakage flowrate across an individual tooth and therefore across the whole
seal. In some machines where leakage flowrate has to be drastically minimized,
abradable type material is layered on the opposing surface of the seal tooth to create
an infinitesimal (nearly zero) radial tip clearance. As the machine is rotated, the seal
teeth will cut into this softer material and create its own clearance. Depending on
the concentricity of the rotor and stator, very tight clearances can be held in such an
application. The computational program developed in this paper can be applied in
such configuration if the radial tip clearance is set at a very small number.
Labyrinth seal geometry and layout in turbomachinery vary in design due to
pressures, types of sealing gases and functionality of the seals e.g., to control thrust,
minimize leakage or separate differeI!t fluids, etc. Each machine due to its design
and function has to utilize the optimum layout
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An example of a typical straight through seal application in turbomachinery is shown
in Figure 7.
LABYRINTH
SEALS
EXPANDER
Typical Labyrinth Seal Layout
Figure 7
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BEARING
COMPRESSOR
The labyrinth seals are applied here to separate the process gas from the lubricating
oil to the bearings, control thrust of the machine and minimize leakage. An inclusive .
advantage to this layout is that the sealing gas is tapped from the already cleaned
process gas. Most of the sealing gas is recovered and directed back into the process.
The remainder is released into the oil return line. Optimum design of tooth shape
and tight radial tip clearance, can drastically minimize leakage to the oil reservoir and
eventually minimize leakage to the atmosphere.
Due to the difference in geometry for both the straight and stepped labyrinth seals,
the annular flow area (ANAR), shear stress area (SSA) and hydraulic diameter (Dh)
are formulated differently. The following formulation describes these parameters.
1. Annular Flow Area (ANAR)
A. Straight Labyrinth Seal Teeth on the Stator
ANAR· - 1t(2Rs' + Cr') Cr'l - l l l
B. Straight Labyrinth Seal Teeth on Rotor
ANAR· - 1t (2 [Rs' + B'] + Cr') Cr'l- l l l l
C. Stepped Labyrinth Seal Teeth on Stator
(2-1)
(2-2)
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D. Stepped Labyrinth Seal Teeth on Rotor
ll. Shear Stress Area (SSA or RSA)
A. Straight Labyrinth Seal
The shear stress area on the stator (SSA) is described as follows:
for teeth on the stator
and for teeth on the rotor
The shear stress area on the rotor (RSA) is described as follows
"
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(2-5)
(2-6)
(2-7)
(2-8)
for teeth on the stator
(2-9) ··f
and for teeth on the rotor
(2-10)
B. Stepped Labyrinth Seals
The shear stress area for both the stator and rotor are given as follows
For the stator
(2-11)
For the rotor
(2-12)
The shear stress area constant (asi and ari) on the stator and rotor walls
is what differentiate the stepped from the straight through labyrinth seal.
For teeth on the stator
ari = 1 .
16
(2-13)
(2-14)
For teeth on the rotor
GSj = 1
m. Hydraulic Diameter CDh)
Hydraulic diameter is defmed as follows
Dh = 4 *(Cross Sectional Flow Area)
Wetted Parameter
For straight labyrinth seals
2*(B· +Cr' +£.)Dh. = I I I
I (B. + Cr' +L.)I I I
for stepped labyrinth seals
2*(B. +Cr' *(L· +d))Dh. - I I I
I - (B. +Cr· +£. +d)I I I
(2-15)
(2-16)
(2-17)
(2-18)
(2-19)
The calculated flow areas and shear stress areas are utilized in the leakage and
shear stress models for the different geometries of labyrinth seals analyzed in
this paper.
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3. "GOYERNING EOUATIONS AND MODELS
1. Leakage Flow Rate Models
Labyrinth seal leakage flow rate models are very important in this thesis'
computational analysis. Therefore, a reliable and accurate model will give
good predictions on pressure and velocities in the cavities which eventually
yield accurate damping and stiffness coefficients.
Flowrate through the seals is similar to flow through a series of sharp edged
annular orifices. Due to pressure variations and shear stresses between each
cavity, the flow is throttled with a certain velocity from one cavity10 the other.
The velocity throttling across a tooth is dependent on the seal geometry, cavity
shear stresses and pressures.
Although many methods of the leakage flowrate modeling calculate the
pressure differential across the whole labyrinth seal set e.g., Vermes [4] and
Egli [5], this paper utilizes models that allow calculation of individual cavity
pressures both in choked and non-choked conditions.
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The general leakage flowrate across an individual tooth is formulated as
follows:
(
Kinetic Energy]
• (DiSCharge FLOW) ( Flow ) (EXPanSion)
m = * Carryover * * (3-1)Coefficient Function Function
Coefficient .
Depending on the leakage flowrate model used, the discharge flow coefficient
can be a function of seal teeth geometry Pressure or Reynolds number.
Vermes [4], Egli [5] and Chaplygin [6,7] had formulated empirical
relationships for the discharge flow coefficient
Processes in an ideal labyrinth seal include acceleration of the gas as it enters
the teeth and subsequent dissipation of the generated kinetic energy into heat
as the gas exits the teeth. In an ideal process, the reconversion of the kinetic
energy into heat is virtually complete. However, in real situation kinetic
energy is carried from one cavity to the following one since the dissipation is
incomplete.
The models that are applied here will use the kinetic energy carryover
coefficient for different labyrinth seal geometries, to account for a nonuniform
distribution of the velocity
Fluid properties such as gas constants, molecular weight, temperature, inlet
pressure and flow area are grouped together to form the flow function term in
the mass flowrate equation. This term is similar in formulation within many
flowrate models.
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The expansion function tenn is proportional to the pressure ratio across the
tooth or the whole seal. This parameter can take different fonns depending on
conditions such as choked or non-choked flow. In this analysis, both choked
and non-choked conditions will be considered at all times.
The two leakage models utilized in this analysis are the Neumann-Chaplygin-
Fliegner and Modified Neumann-Fliegner. These models are applied in papers
by Scharrer [1], Childs and Scharrer [2] and Dillon [3].
The nomenclature used for both models are as follows:
ANAR(i) Annular flow area for the ith tooth (m2)
CR(i) Radial tip clearance for the ith tooth (m)
gc Gravitational constant (m/sec2)
j(i) Labyrinth seal geometric factor constant
L(i) Labyrinth seal pitch (m)
m(i) Leakage flowrate (kg/s)
MW Gas molecular weight (mol)
NT Number of seal teeth constant
p. Cavity pressure (N/m2)l
Pin Inlet pressure (N/m2)
Pout Discharge pressure (N/m2)
R Universal gas constant (J!kg mol deg K)
R Gas constant (J!kg deg K)
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S(i) Ex~ansion factor constant
Tin Inlet temperature (deg K)
PI Discharge flow coefficient constant
P2 . Kinetic energy carryover coefficient constant
a Residual kinetic energy carryover coefficient constant
'Y Ratio of specific heat (~plCv) constant
Tip Tip length of the labyrinth seal tooth (m)
1t Pi=3.142 constant
a. Neumann-Chaplygin-Fliegner
This flow rate model is composed of nonchoked flow by Neumann,
discharge flow coefficient by Chaplygin and chocked flow by Fliegner.
Hence its name.
The leakage for non-choked flow is given by Neumann [8] as follows:
(
P. )21- _/- .
p. I/-
(3-2)
The discharge flow coefficient (Pi) formulated by and Chaplygin [6,7] is
used in the above flowrate model. Chaplygin's discharge flow coefficient
is a function of pressure ratio across the tooth and is calculated for each
individual tooth by the formula
21
1t
Illi = 1t+2-5S. +2S.2 '
I I
"(-1
whereS; =(P~lrr -1
(3-3)
(3-4)
Kinetic energy carryover coefficient P2 formulated by Neumann is as
follows for straight and stepped seals only
1
( NT )21l2i = (1- j)NT, + j
wherej =1-(1+16.6 Cr;lLjt2 .
" (3-5)
(3-6)
As could be noted in equations (3-5) and (3-6), the kinetic energy
carryover coefficient is a function of seal geometry.
The flow function term is:
R
whereR=--MW
22
(3-7)
and the expansion function tenn is:
1_(...!L)2 .
p,. 11-
(3-8)
Since choked flow is considered in all leakage flow rate calculations
across the last seal tooth, Fliegner's [9] flow rate model given below is
utilized
• P *AUVAR
mNT = /l1NT */l2NT * NT-~1_ NT *
R*T.·In
MW
(Y+1)*(_2) y-1
"( 1 '
"(+
(3-9)
Where the expansion function tenn given in [10] is the only difference
between the non-choked and the choked flow.
(Y+1)*(_2) y-1 .
"( "(+1 (3-10)
In summary, Neumann-Chaplygin-Fliegner model utilizes equations (3-2)
coupled with (3-3), (3-4), (3-5) and (3-6) in analyzing non-choked flow
across the labyrinth seal and equations (3-9) coupled with (3-3), (3-4),
(3-5) and (3-6) for the choked condition.
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b. Modified Neumann-FliefIDer
1
This model modifies the previous model by replacing the Chaplygin's
discharge flow coefficient with Neumann's and also introducing Vennes
[4] residual kinetic energy carryover factor. The non-choked leakage
model is as follows:
1_(lL)2
• * ANARj *Pj-l * Pi-l
mi = Illi J!j "--l"":'--a.-':""
R*Tjn
MW
(3-11)
The Neumann discharge flow coefficient (Pl) as shown in equation
(3-12) is a function of the labyrinth seal tooth tip length (Tip) and the
clearance (Cri) between the tooth and the lining. Equation (3-12) is a
result of curve fitting an empirical plot by Neumann [8] for a square edge
labyrinth seal,
Pl = 0.8771315 - 0.167478 (TipICr )
+ 0.4178292 (TipICr)2 - 0.00315145 (TipICr)3 . (3-12)
The residual kinetic energy carryover coefficient is given in equation
(3-13) for straight through seals as
24
8.52
0.= L T'
j - lp +7.23
Cr'I
(3-13)
This parameter becomes zero for stepped, interlocking and staggered
type seals. The flow function and the expansion function are the same as
described in the previous non-choked Neumann-Chaplygin-Fliegner
model.
For choked flow across the last tooth, Fliegner's [9] model is utilized here
but modified for the discharge flow coefficient and the kinetic energy
'carryover coefficient. The model is as follows:
• *ANARNT *PNT -1 *mj=~lNT ~
R*T,.In
MW
*(_2)~~~
1 1+1
1-0.
(3-14)
The expansion function is the same here as in equation (3-10).
Equation (3-11) coupled with (3-13) is utilized for the non-choked flow
and equation (3-14) is used for choked flow across the last seal tooth.
Choked flow which is a critical condition in isentropic (no wall friction
and heat transfer) compressible flow occurs when the mach number
M = V = 1 and the flow is termed sonic (M<1 is subsonic, M>1 is
a
25
,supersonic) where Vis the fluid velocity and a = ~"(RT is the acoustic
velocity.
At choked condition,
y
PNT =(_2_)Y-1 =0.53; "( =1.4 for air as fluid.
PNT - 1 "(+1
(3-15)
This condition has to be accounted for and checked to decide whether to
use the choked or non-choked flow rate model.
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II. Wall Shear Stress Models
Due to the circumferential velocities in the individual labyrinth seal cavities,
wall shearing stresses are encountered both on the stator and rotor walls.
Hence, to account for the wall shearing stresses, Blasius model for turbulent
flow in smooth pipes is used. The shearing stress (1) which depends on the
friction factor (j), fluid density (p) and velocity (u) is given by
Blasius found that the friction factor
f =n*Rem ,
with n=O.16 , and m=O.25.
(3-16)
(3-17)
He correlated the data in a smooth pipe over a Reynolds number range of
4000<Re<105. The Reynolds number is given by
Re= pUDh
Il
where
Dh = hydraulic diameter,
)l = absolute viscosity,
p = density of flui'd,-
(3-18)
U = velocity of fluid at the edge of the boundary layer relative to the
wall velocity.
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With equations (3-18) and (3-17) into (3-16) and taking into consideration the
direction of the circumferential flow velocity
n(IUI*Dh)m U2 S· (U-)
't=- P zgn .
8 v
Hence the shear stress at the stator wall is
1 (IVI*Dh.)ms 2
'tS· =-*n * I I *p'V:' * Sign (v:.)1 8 S V II I
and the shear stress at the rotor wall is
1 (I Rs· *0) - V·I *Dh· ) mr 2
'tr' = - n * I I I * P. *(Rs' * ill - v:.)
1 8 ' v I I I
*Sign(Rsi *0)- VJ
(3-19)
(3-20)
(3-21)
Equations (3-20) and (3-21) give the shear stresses on the stator and rotor
walls for both the straight and stepped type labyrinth seals.
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III. Continuity and Momentum Eqyations for Straight Type Labyrinth Seals
a. Continuity Equation
To develop the continuity equation, one single cavity is used as the
control volume. This volume is shown in Figures 8 and 9 below.
mi --..
ROIDR
Straight Labyrinth Seal Cavity Control Volume
Figure 8
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CONTROL VOLUME
Straight Labyrinth Seal Cavity Control Volume End View
Figure 9
The control volume transverse surfaces have areas of
aA·A· andA· +_1de
1 1 a
e
The mass (mj) of the gas in the control volume is
30
(3-22)
hence,
(3-23)
The time rate of mass (:'j) change in the control volume is
• am --(p·A·Rs·dS)
- at I I I . (3-24)
Shown in Figure 10 are the mass fluxes for the control volume.
I~IRSlIJ
.
qRs
(p, +_apidS)(Vi +_aVidS)(A, +_aA,de)
as r-==a~e::::---..Dli1-T-­
~
~
Straight Labyrinth Seal Cavity Control Volume
Mass Fluxes and Leakage
Figure 10
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From Figure 10, it is seen that the mass flowrate entering the control
volume through the transverse surface Ai is
•
menter = Pi~·Ai (3-25)
The mass flow rate exiting the control volume at the transverse surface
aA·
area Ai +_Ide is
as
(3-26)
If the increments are small, the higher order tenns can be neglected and
equation (3-25) becomes
:nexjt = -(P'v'.A. +p.v,. aAi de+p·A- aVi de+ VA· api de). (3-27)1 1 1 1 1 ae 1 1 ae 1 1 ae
The leakage flowrate entering the control volume in the axial direction is
• •
menter = qi Rside , (3-28)
and the leakage flowrate exiting the control volume in the axial direction
is
• •
mexit = -qi+l RSjdS
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(3-29)
Fonnulation of the continuity equation implies the following:
(
Rate ofChange Of) Mass Entering Mass Exiting
Mass in Control = - (3-30)(Control vOlume) (Control vOlume)
Volume
Substituting equations (3-24), (3-25), (3-27), (3-28), and (3-29) into
equation (3-30) and simplifying yields the continuity equation. Hence,
a() aJ1·
- p.J1.Rs ·dS = P.v,. J1. - p.v:.J1. - p.v:. _,dSat I I I I I I I I I I I as
av ap·· •
_p.J1._' dS-v'· J1._' dS+q.Rs·aS-q· 1 Rs·dS
I I as 1- I as I I l+ I
Division by RsidS gives
Hence, the continuity equation for straight through labyrinth seal is
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(3-31)
b. Circumferential Momentum Equation
The fluid in the control volume has a circumferential swirl velocity (V)
due to the rotation of the rotor and or the swirl of the gas entering the
labyrinth seal. This swirl velocity with the mass of the fluid develops a
circumferential momentnm in the cavity. The momentom ( ,;,) of the
fluid is
m=mV,
hence
m = p·V:·A·Rs·dSI I I I (3-32)
Therefore, the rate of change of circumferential momentum in the control
volume becomes
am a( )
-=- p·YA·R ·dS .at at I I I Sl (3-33)
Figure 11 shows the momentum fluxes of the fluid entering and exiting
the control volume.
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ap aVi 2 aAi(pi +-dS)(V+-dS) (Ai +-dS)
as as as
Straight Labyrinth Seal Cavity Control Volume
Momentum Fluxes
Figure 11
The circumferential momentum of the fluid entering the control volume
in the transverse surface area Ai is
2
Py A.,I I I
and that exiting the control volume ~ the area Ai + a~ de is
( )( )2( )ap· avo aA·- po+_'de Vo+_' de A·+_' de .I ae I ae I ae
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(3-34)
(3-35)
Neglecting higher order terms (3-35) becomes .
(
2 2 aA· avo 2 ap' )
- p·A·V· +p'V' _IdS+2p·A·V·_1 dS+A·V· _I dS111 lias 1 lias lias (3-36)
The leakage flowrate per circumferential length ( ~ j ) enters with a
circumferential velocity of Vi-l due to (i-l)th cavity. Hence the leakage
momentum is
Leakage flowrate per circumferential length (~i+1 ) exits with a
circumferential velocity of Vi' Hence, the leakage momentum is
-(~j+1RsjdfJ}i .
(3-37)
(3-38)
Pressures acting on the control volume in the circumferential directions
produce forces on the transverse surfaces. These pressure forces are
shown on Figure 12 below.
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Straight Labyrinth Seal Cavity Control Volume
Pressure Forces
Figure 12
The pressure forces acting in the control volume on the transverse
surface area A j are
P,.A·I I
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(3-39)
aA·Pressure forces acting on transverse surface area AI' +_I dS are
. as
( ap,.)( aA· ) ( aA· ap.)- p. +_Ide A. +_Ide = - p.A· + p. _Ide + A· _Ide (3-40)I as I as I I I ae I as '
after neglecting higher order tenns.
Another pressure force acting on the control volume transverse surface
aA·
area-I de is
ae
( P. + aPi dS)( aAi de)I ae 2 ae '
neglecting higher order tenns, the above becomes
p. aAi de
I ae . (3-41)
Shear stresses developed from the circumferential velocity produce
forces on the stator and rotor surfaces. This control volume shear
stresses are shown on Figure 13 below:
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Shear Stress Forces
Figure 13
The shear force in the control volume acting on the stator is
-'ts·as.£·Rs ·dSI I I I
39
(3-42)
and that acting on the rotor is
(3-43)
Fonnulation of the momentum equation in the control volume implies the
following
(
Rate ofChange of ] (Rate ofCircumferential Momentum]
Circumferential Momentum = Entering the Control
in the Control Volume Volume
(
Rate ofcircum.rferential Momentum] ( )Sum ofPressure
- Exiting the Control +
Forces
Volume
+(sum ofShear Stress)
Forces
(3-44)
Hence, substituting equations (3-33), (3-34), (3-36), (3-37), (3-38),
(3-39), (3-40), (~-41), (3-42) and (3-43) into (3-44) yields the
circumferential momentum equation :
a( ) 2 2 2 aAj
- p·YA·Rs·dS = p.v,. A· -(p·A·v'· +p.v,. -dSat 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 lias
av'· 2 ap' •+2p·A·V,·_' dS+A·v'· _IdS)+q·Rs·dS v,. 1
I lias lias I 1 1-
• (aA. ap,.)
-q. 1 Rs·dSV,. +P,·A· - P,·A· +p'._'dS+A'-' dS1+ I 1 1 I 1 lias 1 as
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(3-44a)
aA·
+p,. _IdS - 'ts·as.£·Rs ·dS + 'tr,·ar.£·Rs ·dS1 as 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Simplify tenns and divide by RsidS to obtain
a( TlA) PiVi2 aAi 2PiAiVi aVi AiV? api
- p'y,. . +----+ +----
at 1 1 1 Rsi as Rsi as Rsi as
• • -A· ap,.+q. 1"v'· - q."V,. 1 = __I _I - 'ts·as.£· + 'tr:ar.£·
1+ 1 1 1- Rs. as 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
(3-45)
Equation (3-45) gives the circumferential momentum for straight through
labyrinth seal. However, this equation (3-45) will be further reduced to
simplify perturbation analysis. To accomplish this reduction, multiply the
continuity equation (3-31) by the circumferential swirl velocity (VD and
subtract the result of this multiplication from the circumferential
momentum equation (3-45).
Multiplication of (3-31) by Vi yields
• •
+q. 1v,. - q .V,. = 01+ 1 1 1
41
(3-46)
Eq. (3-46) subtracted from Eq. (3-45) yields
A·v,·2 ap·· • A· ap:+_'_' , +q. 1V,. - q. V:. 1 +_I_I+ 'ts·as.£· - 'tr:ar.£·Rs. as z+ 1 1 1- Rs. as 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1
P·A·V:· av" A·v,·2 ap·· •1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Tl 11 0
------q. 1 v: +q. v,' =Rs. as Rs. as z+ 1 1 1
1 1
Hence, the reduced equation for circumferential momentum becomes:
-A· ap:
=_,_I -'ts'as.£' +'tr'ar.£.Rs. as 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
From the ideal gas law
p
p= RT'
where
RR =--= Gas ConstantMW
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(3-47)
(3-48)
Substituting this value into equations (3-31) and (3-47) gives the
continuity and momentum equagons for straight labyrinth seals.
Continuity equation:
• •
Circumferential Momentum equation:
Pj A. aVj + Pj AjVj aVj + • .(V. _ V. )
RT I at RT Rs. ae q I I 1-1
I
A· ap,.
= __I _I -ts'asL. +tr,.ar.L.Rs. ae I I I I I I·
I
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(3-49)
(3-50)
IV. Continuity and Momentum Equations for Ste.p.ped Labyrinth Seals
The continuity and momentum equations are developed for the stepped
labyrinth seal following the same principle as described earlier for straight
labyrinth seals. Differences arise only due to the nature of the steps which
creates larger or smaller flow area at each step height With this fact in mind,
the continuity and momentum equations for the stepped labyrinth seal will be
developed using or modifying equations from the straight labyrinth seal.
a. Continuity Equation:
CONTROL VOLUME
~__--L _---'--_
•
Rs ROTOR Rs· 1~+
mi+l
Stepped Labyrinth Seal Cavity Control Volume
Figure 14
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Stepped Labyrinth Seal Cavity Control Volume
End View
Figure 15
Control volume for the stepped labyrinth seal is shown in Figures 14 and
15. The steps on these seals are what differentiate it from the straight
through labyrinth seal. All of the equations developed in Section IDa for
the straight labyrinth seal apply here except the leakage flow rate exiting
the control volume in the axial direction through the U+ l)th tooth. Due
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to the nature of the steps, this mass flowrate becomes:
• •
mexit = -qi+l Rsi+1dS (3-51)
Substitution of equations (3-24), (3-25), (3-27), (3-28), and (3-51) into
equation (3-30) yields the continuity equation for stepped labyrinth seals.
Hence,
a() aAidS
- p·A·Rs·dS =p·A·V:· -p·V:·A· -p.v:.-----:....-at I I I I I I I I I I I as
av:o ap··
-p·A·_1 dS-V:·A·-1 dS+q·Rs·dS
I I as I I as I I
If reduced, the continuity equation for stepped labyrinth seal is:
a( A) PiVi aAi PiAi aVi ViAi api
- p' . +----+----+----at I I RSi as RSi as RSi as
• RSi+l • - 0
+qi+l Rs. -qi-
I
(3-52)
Figure 16 shows the various mass fluxes in and out of the control volume.
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b. Circumferential Momentum Equation
The basic equations for developing the circumferential momentum
equation are almost the same as those developed for the straight through
labyrinth seal. The only difference is the leakage flowrate exiting the
control volume and the shear force equations which takes into
consideration the step height of the seal.
The leakage flowrate exiting the control volume is:
(3-53)
forces due to the shear acting on the control volume stator surface are
-'ts·as· (L· +d)Rs ·dSI I I I' (3-54)
and forces due to the shear acting on the control volume rotor surface
are:
(3-55)
Note that asj and arj are different from those defmed under straight
through labyrinth seal. See Section 2 for definition of asi and ari for
both straight and stepped labyrinth seals.
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Figure 17 shows the shear forces acting on the stator and rotor
respectively. Figure 18 shows the momentum fluxes for the stepped
labYIi?th'seal.
CONTROL VOLUME
'tsi asj(Li+d) R~d)
~
~e
-_:::-:::::::~'t- --- - L -~---L.
"--.-/ ~
ro
Stepped Labyrinth Seal Cavity Control Volume
Shear Stress Forces
Figure 17
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Stepped Labyrinth Seal Cavity Control Volume
Momentum Fluxes
Figure 18
If equations (3-33), (3-34), (3-36), (3-37), (3-38), (3-39), (3-40), (3-41),
(3-54), and (3-55) are substituted into equation (3-44), the
circumferential momentum equation for the stepped labyrinth seal
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becomes:
~(P·V:·A.RS'dS)=p.v,.2A' _(p.v,.2A. +at 1 1 1 1 1 I. 1 1 1 1
2 aA· av" 2 ap·
P·v,· _IdS+2p·A·V,·_1 dS+A.v'. _IdS)lIas 1 lIas lIas
• (aA. ap:)+q. 1RS'+ldS v,. +P,·A· - P,·A· +p'._1dS+A·_1dS
z+ 1 1 1 1 1 lIas 1 as
aA·
+p:_1dS-'ts.as.(L. +d)Rs.dS
I as 1 1 1 I
or equivalently
RSi+1 -Ai aPi ( )+q'+l--v" -q. v"-l =--+'tr:ar· L· +d1 Rs. 1 1 1 Rs. as 1 1 1
1 1
(3-56)
Momentum equation (3-56) can be further reduced by multiplying the
continuity equation (3-52) by Vi and subtracting the result from equation
(3-56) thus obtaining
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,.
aA 0 av'o ap 0 pov:.2 aA 0
Tl 1 A 1 v:All 1 1P'y,o_+p' .-+ ..-+----1 1 at 1 1 at 1 1 at Rs. ae
1
A· ap: )+-1_I -tr:ar'(£' +d +ts·aso(L· + d)Rs. ae 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
_ Vi Ai api _ •. RSi+1 V:. +• .v,. = 0
Rs. ae q1+1 Rs. 1 q1 1
1 1
or after cancellation
-A· ap·
= _I_I - ts'as' (L· +d) + tr'ar' (L· +d)Rs . ae 1 I I I 1 I
I
(3-57)
If equation (3-48) is substituted into (3-52) and (3-57), the continuity and
momentum equations for stepped labyrinth seal become the following:
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Continuity equation
_l_i-(p,.A.)+ Pj Vj aAj + Pj Aj aVj +_l_VjAj aPj
RT at I 1 RT RS j as RT RS j as RT RS j as
Circumferential Momentum equation:
p. av· p. A·v· av·
1 A" 1 I 1 (TT v: )RT jat+ RT Rs· as +qj Y j - j+1
1
-A· ap·
=_,_, -'ts·as·(L· +d)+'tr·ar·(L· +d)Rs . as 1 1 I 1 1 1
1
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(3-58)
(3-59)
v. Perturbation Analysis and the Zeroth Order Continuity and Circumferential
Momentum Eqpations
The continuity, circumferential momentum and leakage equations are the
governing equations for the pressure (P), velocity (V) and leakage flowrate
( ;') variables. Perturbation analysis of these equations will yield zero and first
order equations.
A small eccentricity ratio E=elCri is selected to be the perturbation parameter
where e is a small displacement of the rotor from its centered position.
Assuming small shaft motions about the centered position, allows us to use
perturbation analysis.
If we can describe the clearance and all fluid variables by a centric part
(marked subscript 0) and an eccentric or perturbation part (marked
subscript 1), the governing equations can be expanded with the following
perturbation variables:
p. = Ro' +EP1' + ---I I I
v:.=V';O·+EV1,+ ---I I I
• • •
• •
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(3-60)
H· = Cr' +EH· + ---I I I
Hence
A· = Li~. +EL·H· + ---I '"'Ul I I
The above expressions are inserted in the continuity and circumferential
momentum equations where powers of e greater than one neglected in the
process of simplification.
Separating the terms with e and without e develops a set of zeroth order
equations which describe the flow for the centric position of the shaft in the
seals and a set of fIrst order equations describing the perturbation of the flow
as the shaft moves on an eccentric orbit.
From this development, the zeroth order equations defme the leakage mass
flow, the pressure and the circumferential velocity distribution for a centered
position. The fIrst order equations defme the perturbation in pressure and
circumferential velocity due to a radial position perturbation of the shaft.
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1. Zeroth Order Solutions for Straight Labyrinth Seals
a. Continuity Equation
In the continuity equation developed earlier as
• • (3-61)
substitute the perturbation variables of equation (3-60) to obtain
_1i.([R .+fR .]*[A .+fA .])+ (POi +cPli)(VOi +cPli) *
RT at 01 11 01 11 RT* Rs.
I
(3-62)
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Since the zeroth order is at steady or centric state, the following
conditions apply
(3-63)
Hence equation (3-62) reduces to the zeroth order leakage equation
for straight through labyrinth seals
• •
qOi- q Oi+l = 0 .
b. Circumferential Momentum Equation
(3-64)
In the circumferential momentum equation developed earlier
p,. aV,. p,. A.V,. av'o •
_IA._1+_1*_I_I_I+ q .(v"-v"l)RT 1 at RT Rs. ae I 1 I-
I
A· ap,·
= __I _I _ 'tS'as L· + 'tr'arL.Rs. ae 1 1 1 1 1 I'
1
(3-65)
substituting the perturbation variables of equation (3-60) we obtain
the following
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(.40' + fAI') a
= - 1 1 *-(Ro' +eRl') -("CSO' +E"CSI·)asL.Rs . as 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
(3-66)
Again since the zeroth order is at steady state, equation (3-63)
applies,and equation (3-66) reduces to the zeroth order
circumferential momentum equation for the straight through
labyrinth seal:
•
qO ' (v.o· - v.O· I) = "CnO ·arL· - "CsO·as.£·1 1 1- 1 1 1 1 1 I' (3-67)
Figure 19 shows the notation for a Straight labyrinth seal assembly
teeth on the stator. Circumferential swirl velocity, leakage flow
rate and cavity pressures are depicted on this figure.
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2. Zeroth Order Solution for StePped Labyrinth Seal
a. Continuity Equation
In the continuity equation developed earlier as
(3-68)
substitute the perturbation variables of equation (3-60) to obtain
+(POi +EPli) * (Aoi +£Ali) *~(~ ,+ EV; .)
RT Rs. ae 01 11
I
1 (VOi + EVli )(AOi +£Ali) a( )
+- RO' + EP1'RT Rs. ae I I
I
Utilizing equation (3-63) reduces (3-69) to the zeroth order
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(3-69)
•continuity equation for stepped labyrinth seal
• RSi+lqO' 1* -qO' = 01+ Rs. I
I
where
•
mq=
21tRs·I
b. Circumferential Momentum Eqyation
In the momentum equation developed earlier
Pi A. aVi + Pi AiVi aVi +• .(y,. - y,. )
RT I at RT Rs. ae qI I 1-1
I
A· ap· (
= __I _I _ 'ts.as. (L· +d) + 'tr·ar· L· +d)Rs. ae I I I I I I ,
I
(3-70)
(3-71)
we substitute the perturbation variables of equation (3-60) to obtain
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(3-72)
Utilizing equation (3-63) reduces equation (3-72) to the zeroth
order circumferential momentum equation (3-72) for stepped
labyrinth seal
•
qOi (VOi - VO i- 1) = -'tsOi *QSi *(Li +d)
(3-73)
Figure 20 shows the notation for a stepped labyrinth seal assembly
teeth on the stator. Circumferential swirl velocity, leakage flow
rate and cavity pressures are depicted on this figure.
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4. PROGRAM ALGORITHM AND STRUCTURE
This section describes the structure and usage of program LEAK. Program LEAK is
on a disk and can be located in the binder of this thesis filed with the Mechanical
Engineering graduate department. This program is used to calculate the leakage
flowrate, pressure distribution, shear stresses and velocities in each cavity ofboth the
straight through and stepped labyrinth seal.
Program LEAK being the main program has different subroutines imbedded into it
to do the different tasks of reading files, writing outputs, calculating geometry,
pressures, shear stresses, velocities, etc. Program LEAK calls on five subroutines.
These are RDVALU, PARAMS, ZEROOR, ZVELOC, WRVALU
1. Subroutine RDVALU
This subroutine opens an input file and reads its values into the program. The
input file contains the type of method used in calculating the mass flow rate
(Neumann-Chaplygin-Fliegner or the Modified Neumann-Fliegner), the type of
labyrinth seal geometry analyzed (straight seal teeth on rotor or teeth on stator,
etc.), the number of teeth on the seal, step height, shaft radius, tooth tip length,
tooth height, clearance, tooth pitch, inlet temperature and pressure, discharge
pressure, specific ratio of the fluid, gas constant and speed of rotation of the
fluid. These values are listed in the input file as shown on Table 1.
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Meiliod,LSTYPE,NT,D, Rs6)
Tip(i), B(i), Cr(i), L(i)
T, Pin, Pout, Gama, R, Speed
INPUT FILE FOR SUBROUTINE RDVALU
TABLE 1
Example of ilie input file will look like iliis.
1, 1, 18,0.0,0.15
0.0005, 0.002, 0.0002, 0.005
400,300000,90000,1.4,287,13000
Note: Units are metric.
Method has two values either 1 or 2.
Meiliod = 1implies the Neumann-Chaplygin-Fliegner method
Method =2 implies the Modified Neumann-Fliegner meiliod.
LYSTYPE has four values, 1, 2, 3 or 4
LYSTYPE =1 implies straight labyrinili seal teeth on stator
LYSTYPE =2 implies straight labyrinili seal teeth on rotor
LYSTYPE =3 implies stepped labyrinth seal teeili on stator
LYSTYPE =4 implies stepped labyrinili seal teeth on rotor
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2. Subroutine PARAMS
Depending on the type of seal used, subroutine PARAMS calculates the
annular flow areas, stator and rotor shear stress areas, hydraulic diameters for
straight through or stepped labyrinth seal, teeth on rotor or teeth on stator.
These parameters were defined in Section 2.
3. Subroutine ZEROOR
ZEROOR calculates the leakage flowrate and the zeroth order pressure
distribution using the two available methods 1 or 2. For subroutine ZEROOR
to accomplish this task, it has to calIon other two subroutines ZLEAKG and
ZPRESS. These two subroutines ZLEAKG and ZPRESS are iterated on
several times to detennine the correct pressure distribution and associated
leakage flowrate.
a. Subroutine ZLEAKG
ZLEAKG uses either Method 1 or 2 to calculate the leakage flowrate for
both choked and non-choked conditions. If the pressure ratio is less than
the critical condition for choked flow, then choked flow shall be
calculated else calculate non-choked flow.
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b. SubrQutine ZPRESS
This subroutine uses the calculated leakage flQwrate in the subroutine
ZLEAKG, starts at the last tQQth tip throttling and marches upstream
thrQugh the seal cavities to cQmpute cavity pressures. The last pressure
calculated at the inlet is compared tQ the knQwn inlet pressure to test fQr
cQnvergence. The fQrmula used in calculating cavity pressures is derived
frQm the nQn-choked flQW mass flQwrate given by either MethQd 1 Qr
Method 2 (Neumann-Chaplygin-Fliegner Qr Modified-Neumann-Fliegner
methQd). CalculatiQn of the pressure in MethQd 1 invQlves an iterative
prQcess on the discharge flQW cQefficient at each cavity and subsequent
cQrrectiQn Qn cavity pressure. The algorithm used here in subrQutine
ZPRESS is called the backward marching algQrithm.
The cQmplete algQrithm that goes Qn in subrQutine ZEROOR as it utilizes
subroutine ZLEAKG and ZPRESS fQr either MethQd 1 Qr MethQd 2 is
described as follows:
1. CQmpute the critical pressure ratio fQr the gas by using equatiQn
(4-1).
PRCRIT=[_2][Y~l]
y+1
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(4-1)
2. Assume the flow is choked for starters. Set the PRTYPE=l. This
is a condition of telling the program to calculate assuming choke
flow.
3. An estimated pressure for the last labyrinth seal cavity is formulated
per equation (4-2).
P = Pout
NT-I PRCRIT (4-2)
4. Using the above PN-T values, subroutine ZEROOR branches off to
subroutine ZLEAKG and ZPRESS to calculate the leakage flowrate
and cavity pressures respectively.
5. The calculated inlet pressure Po is compared to the known inlet
pressure Pin- If Po=Pin or Po-Pin is within some error tolerance,
then the leakage flowrate and cavity pressures are determined and
the computation is complete.
6. If the boundary value is not satisfied in the previous calculation and
Po<Pin, then the leakage flowrate estimation and cavity pressure
(PNT-I) are too low and the flow is indeed choked across the NTth
seal tooth tip. A new and estimate is made for PNT-l per (4-3).
P _ =0.9* Pout
NT 1 PRCRIT
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(4-3)
7. With the new estimate in (4-3) for PNT-1, the procedure follows
steps 4-6.
8. If the process does not converge to the error tolerances after the
fIrst two iterations on subroutine ZEROOR, additional iterations
will be necessary and a new leakage flowrate and the last tooth
cavity pressure PNT-l estimate will be required for each iteration.
This leakage flowrate cavity pressure (PNT-l) estimate is obtained
by a numerical root fInding technique using the Secant method. To
make this possible, computed leakage flowrate and inlet pressures
Po from previous two iterations are used as starters to compute the
new leakage flowrate last tooth cavity pressure. The formula for
this process if given in (4-4) and (4-5).
(Pin - PO(l») *(MD(2) - MD(l»)
MD(3) = MD(l) + (4-4)
Po(2) - Po(l)
PNT-l(3) =
PNT-1(1) + (Pin -Po1(1)) *(PNT- 1(2) -PNT - 1(1»)
Pol(2) - Pol(l)
(4-5)
After (4-4) and (4-5) are calculated, ZEROOR will branch off to
ZPRESS to calculate the cavity pressures. Again the error
tolerance is checked for and if it is not satisfIed, iteration will
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continue until a solution for the leakage flowrate and cavity
pressures are detennined by convergence of Po to the inlet pressure
Pin'
9. If the flow is non-choked and Po>Pin> then the leakage flowrate
estimate or PNT-1 are too low. Two new estimates for the cavity
pressure PNT-l are made as follows:
PNT-l = 0.95 *Pou!PRCRIT
PNT-1 = 0.55 *Pou!PRCRIT
(4-6)
(4-7)
For each estimate of PNT-1 subroutine ZEROOR branches off to
ZLEAKG and ZPRESS whilst checking for Po convergence to Pin-
If convergence does not occur in the above iteration, Secant
method is used to calculate a new cavity pressure PNT-1by using
leakage flowrates and inlet pressure (P0) from the previous two
iterations. This process will continue until a solution is detennined
by convergence of Po to Pin-
Subroutine ZEROOR nesting ZLEAK and ZPRESS utilizes both
Method 1 and Method 2 in calculating the leakage flowrate and
cavity pressures. Equations utilized are listed below.
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Method 1 CNeumann-Chaplygin-Fliegner)
A. Choked Leakage Flowrate
• P *ANAR
mNT =~lNT *~2 * NTg;;:-IJiNT,
--*T·MW In
B. Non-Choked Leakage Flowrate
(
_2)~~~
y y+1 (4-8)
• p. *ANAR·mi=~li*~2* ~/-IJi I,
--*T·MW In
C. Cavity Pressure
( J
2
1- -.!L
Pz·-l
(4-9)
.~m· RP,. 1 = 1 * --*T· +P,.
1- ~li ~2 ANARi MW In 1
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(4-10)
Method 2 (Modified Neumann-FlielIDer)
A. Choked Leakage Flowrate
• *ANARNT *PNT-l *
mNT = !lINT ~_
--*T·MW In
B. Non-Choked Leakage Flowrate
• R 1
mi =!lli *ANARi *~_I-*
--*TMW In
C. Cavity Pressure
y+l
r(r4t)r-1
I-a
( )
2
1- }L
Pi-l
I-a
(4-11)
(4-12)
.g;:;m' RPi-l = I * --*T* ../l-a+Pi!lli *ANARi MW
4. Subroutine ZVELOC
(4-13)
ZVELOC calculates the shear stresses on each cavity for both the rotor and
stator surfaces and uses these results to calculate the velocity in each cavity.
This process iterated on by using the Newton-Raphson method until the
velocities converge.
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Equations utilized in the formulation are as follows:
Stator Shear Stress
1 (1v'.I*Dh.)ms 2 (ts· =-*n * 1 1 *p'v'. * Sign v,.)
1 8 s VII 1
Rotor Shear Stress
1 (IRS' * 0) - v'·I*Dh.)ms 2tr,' - - * n * 1 1 1 * P.* (Rs' * 0) - v,.)1- 8 r VII 1
Velocity
v,. - v,. 1 + (tr,· * ar· - ts' * as·) * LD· / MD * 2 * 1t * Rs·1 - 1- 1 1 1 1 1 1
Where LD j = Lj for straight labyrinth seal
and W j =Lj+D for stepped labyrinth seal.
5. Subroutine WRVALU
(4-14)
(4-15)
(4-16)
This subroutine writes all the results including the operating conditions and
geometry of the labyrinth seal into an output file.
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5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The computer code Leak is used to simulate different labyrinth seal geometries and
operating conditions. In some cases, results derived from detailed published
measurements are compared with simulations of this paper where pressure ratios and
geometrical parameters are varied in wide ranges to reflect engine or machine
operating conditions.
Discharge flow coefficient, labyrinth seal cavity pressures, leakage flowrate,
circumferential swirl velocities effect of tooth tip thickness and effect of clearance
are studied with the computer code. Some of these are compared to test results and
some to parametric studies.
Discharge Flow Coefficient
The discharge flow coefficient as presented in equation (3-3) is noted to be a
function of pressure ratio and in equation (3-12) as function of the ratio between the
labyrinth seal tooth tip width and clearance. These discharge flow coefficients were
formulated by Chaplygin [6] and Neumann [8]. Chaplygin's was formulated
theoretically and Neumann's empirically. Since the discharge flow coefficient is
directly related to the leakage flow rate of the labyrinth seal, it has received a lot of
attention in academia and the industry. Various test and numerical predictions had
been performed to correct for this coefficient. Vermes [4], Kearton et al. [15,16]
and Wittig et al. [17] are among those who had done some work in this area.
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Figure 21 shows the comparison between measured [17] and calculated discharge
flow coefficient with respect to pressure ratio for the straight labyrinth seal teeth on
the rotor. The calculated values do overestimate the discharge flow coefficient by a
small percentS}.pe at low overall pressure ratio with percentage error increasing at
higher pressure ratios.
However, note that these pressure ratios are across the whole seal instead of
individual teeth as equation (3-3) is developed for.
DischargeFlow Coefficient For StraightLabyrinth Seal Teeth on The Rotor
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FIGURE 21
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Figure 22 shows the empirical discharge flow coefficient developed by Neumann [8]
'~
for a knife edge and square edge labyrinth seal tooth type.This Discharge flow
coefficient is a function of tooth tip width and clearance. For a particular tooth tip
width and clearance, the flow coefficient used in the calculation is constant
Discharge How Coefficient For Knife Edge And Square Edge Labyrinth Tooth
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Discharge Flow Coefficient for Knife Edge and Square Edge Labyrinth Seal Tooth with
,
Respect to Tooth tip Width' and Radial Clearance.
FIGURE 22
Cavity Pressures
Zeroth order pressures play an important role in the calculation of the rotor dynamic
coefficient due to labyrinth seal hence an accurate simulation of cavity pressure can
be utilized for a good prediction of rotor dynamic coefficients.
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Cavity pressures are calculated for zeroth order solution, that is for the steady state
case where the rotor is centered on the stator. Pressure variation between cavities
for a straight labyrinth seal teeth on the stator and stepped labyrinth seal teeth on the
stator are shown on Figures 23 and 24, respectively. Geometry and operating
condition for these figures are from [1]. The plots shows large pressure drop across
the leading edge of each downstream tooth and increasing with successive tooth.
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PRESSURE VARIATION BETWEEN CAVITIES FORA STEPPED LABYRINIH
SFAL 'IEE1H ON 1HE STATOR
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FIGURE 24
Millward et.al. [18] had perfonned cavity pressure measurements and came out with
the same pressure variation characteristics as shown in figures 23 and 24.
Unfortunately comparisons with [18] cannot be done because some operating
conditions where not listed in the literature.
Cavity pressures and leakage obtained from numerical solution [13] are compared
with results achieved. by calculations from Leak. Results of the comparison are
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listed in Table 2. As seen on this table, the numerical example correlates very well
those of Leak using both the Neumann-Chaplygin-Fliegner and the Modified-
Neumann-Fliegner method.
Pressure of Each Sta~e N/m"2
Po P1 P? P~
Numerical Example [131 20.48E+6 20.17E+6 19.94E+6 19.68E+6
Leak -Neumann 20.48E+6 20.22E+6 19.95E+6 19.68E+6
Leak-Modified Neumann 20.48E+6 20.22E+6 19.95E+6 19.68E+6
Comparison of Steady State Pressures Between Numerical Example by Iwatsubo
et.al and the two Different Methods used by Leak.
TABLE 2
Leakage Flowrate
The main purpose of a labyrinth seal is to control or reduce leakage flowrate. Each
tooth in the flow path restricts the flow thus converting pressure head into mean
flow kinetic energy which dissipates in the tooth cavities by shear stresses
(turbulence dissipation) and hence the process repeats.
Figure 25 shows leakage flow function versus pressure ratio for straight labyrinth
seal teeth on the rotor and Figure 26 shows prediction of effects due to the radial
clearance on the leakage flowrate of the seal. Both predictions are compared to
measurements by Stocker [19]. Numerical predictions of this phenonmenon is also
documented by Rhode et al. [14].
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Comparison ofLeakage Flowrate With Pressure Ratio For a Labyrinth Seal Teeth on The
Rotor
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Comparision of Leakage Flowrate with Pressure Ratio for a Labyrinth Seal
Teeth on the Rotor
FIGURE 25
As expected, clearance has a great effect on leakage and is becoming increasingly
important as attempts to further decrease leakage in sonic applications are underway.
In some applications where drastic reduction in leakage is required, interlocking
labyrinth seals, labyrinth seals with lining of abradable coating or labyrinth seals with
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lining of honey comb are used. In applications where abradable coatings or honey
combs are used as linings, the clearance is infinitesimal.
Comparison ofLeakageFlowrate With Clearance For a Labyrinth Seal Teeth on The Rotor
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FIGURE 26
Figures 27 and 28 show leakage versus number of teeth for labyrinth seals with teeth
on the rotor and teeth on the stator.Geometry and operating conditions for these
figures are taken from [1]. The figures show that leakage flowrate decreases with
increasing number of teeth. Also seen on these figures is that the straight through
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labyrinth seal exhibit lower leakage than the diverging stepped seal mainly due to the
effective flow areas of the two configurations.
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Effect of labyrinth seal tooth tip width on leakage has been studied and illustrated on
Figure 29. Leakage is seen to be almost independent of tooth tip width with the
usage of the Neumann-Chaplygin-Fliegner method. This phenomenon is
documented by Rhode et al. [10]. Geometry and operating conditions for Figure 29
are from [10]. On the other hand leakage flowrate is very dependent on tooth tip
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width when the Modified-Neumann-Fliegner method is used. This is mainly due to
the fact that the tooth tip width accounted for by the discharge flow coeffieient is
inversely proportional to the leakage flowrate.
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Circumferential Swirl velocity
For a given seal design, the presence of significant swirl velocity in the seal cavities
can lead to self-excited rotor dynamic instabilities. Effect of labyrinth seal tooth tip
width with bulk swirl velocity is documented by Rhode et al. [10]. He had shown
that a wider tooth has faster swirl velocity development because the wider tooth has
more rotating surface in contact with the fluid leakage region. Figure 30 is a plot of
swirl velocity with different tooth tip width. However the phenomenon described by
Rhode is not exhibited here
Cavity Swirl Velocities with Different tooth tip thickness
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Effect of clearance on swirl velocity is shown on Figure 31. This figure shows that
small clearance seals have higher swirl velocity which can be attributed to larger
pressure drop at the seal clearance hence greater acceleration of the flow.
Cavity Swirl Velocities with Radial Clearance
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Cavity Swirl Velocity with Radial Clearance
FIGURE 31
Swirl velocity development with respect to labyrinth seal cavity is shown in Figures
32. Straight labyrinth seal with teeth on the rotor and teeth on the stator having the
same flow area shows that teeth on the stator developed swirl velocity at a
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decreasing rate while the swirl velocity for teeth on the rotor is developed at an
increasing rate. This can be attributed to the fact that teeth on the rotor have more
rotating surface than teeth on the stator.
Comparision of Cavity Swirl Velocities for Teeth on the Rotor and Teeth on the Stator
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